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“

Pink Breast Cancer & Other Causes
Awareness Ribbon Tulle Wreath
Brings Comfort and Hope

”

Help Video: youtube.com/naztazia

Materials:
- 16-inch styrofoam wreath form
(you can substitute with other
wreath forms as well)
- 40-50 yards of 6-inch nylon tulle
on a tube (you may need more or
less depending upon the size of
your wreath form)
- 9 yards 2.5” wide wired ribbon
- Piece of string (to tie the ribbon
and for hanging wreath)
- One 8.5”x11” 8.5”x11” foam
sheet in pink (found in kid’s
section of craft stores) For wreath
exposed to moisture, use pink vinyl
or wooden ribbon shape.
- 4 flower findings (found in the
bridal section of craft stores)
- Hot glue gun with either low- or
high-temp melt glue sticks
- Thin wooden letters (found in the
wood/dowel section of craft stores)

Look for the video “Awareness Ribbon Wreath”

Step 1: Unravel the 6” tulle from tube and cut about 60 strips, each about
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size. You can also make smaller strips too, like 22” if the 27” is too long.
Test out a few on the wreath before cutting all of the tulle.
Step 2: Fold strips in half, then tie tulle strips to wreath. You can see how
this is done in the video: http://youtube.com/naztazia
Step 3: Use template on 2nd page of this pattern for ribbon. Print out, cut
out, then trace with pencil on pink foam. Cut out ribbon shape from foam.
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Step 5: Choose wooden letters for a message, such as “HOPE” “CURE”
“FAITH” “STRENGTH” “FIGHT” etc. Paint letters (white was used in
sample wreath) then let dry.
Step 6: Make a wreath bow. You can see how this is done in the video:
http://youtube.com/naztazia
Step 7: Arrange all items according to the photo. With hot glue, glue the
ribbon first, then the bow, lining them up if you wish. Then glue flowers,
followed by letters.
Step 8: Use an optional piece of yarn, ribbon, fishing wire, or string for
hanging the wreath.

- Small amount of acrylic paint
for letters ($1 craft paint is fine for
indoor use, use outdoor spray paint
if wreath is exposed to moisture)

Be sure to check out the
YouTube video for this
project if you need
assistance with any step:

- Optional stick on pearls
(scrapbooking section of craft
stores)

youtube.com/naztazia

- Scissors
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Look for Crochet
Awareness Wreath.

